The StudyPro College Essay Course:
Crafting Your “Stand-Out” College Essay
Writing an essay that admissions wants to read – an essay that will “standout” – requires that a student find their authentic voice. For an admissions
representative who will be sifting through 1000’s of applications, the essay
that embraces them through a ‘living voice’ is the one that will draw them
in. In this course, students will work through prompts, drafts, and personal
feedback to create an authentically memorable essay that will not only
stand out, but enhance their skills at writing and ability to find their
personal voice.

WHY TAKE THIS COURSE?
It’s very often that the best college essays are about ordinary moments
written with authenticity. It often takes effort to get a student to trust their
honest, personal voice; something that dwells inside and reveals a writer’s
essence, even in ways academic work may not.

Within this course, we help students peel away all that is layered on top, and
reveal their genuine sense-of-self. Several models – both strong and weak –
are shared, so students know what to “aim” for. And because there isn’t
always a correlation between the students that are excellent academic writers
and those that are the best writers of personal essays, everyone can produce a
“stand-out” essay by finding their authentic, personal voice.

COURSE OVERVIEW:
This course provides a combination of pre-writing exercises, drafting
structures, and revising principles that will help writers craft a personal essay
for college admission. Class meetings will include group instruction, writing
time, and personal coaching.

During the first three sessions, students write three essays. During the final two
sessions, they will revise one of them thoroughly, using several narrative
techniques and principles for sentence construction. They will spend at least
half of each class writing. During the first week, they will be offered models,
focusing exercises, and feedback; and during the second week they will
learn the difference between a sentence that makes a reader say “Huh?” and a
sentence that makes a reader say, “Wow!”
The principles they will learn and the skills they will practice will produce an
essay they can send to the college they want to attend. As importantly, it
will make writing more useful to them, and more satisfying, for now and
forever.

COURSE OUTLINE:
College Essay Writing — Day One
• What are we doing here?
• Focusing exercise: The Seven Questions
• Sample essay
• ~Break~
• 2017 Common App prompts
• Advice from an expert: UVA admissions officer
• Sample essay
• ~Break~
• Write 1,000 words responding to one of the 2017 prompts. No one leaves
before 1,000 words

College Essay Writing — Day Two
• Feedback on Day One work
• Clustering exercise
• Drafting: Write a story based on your answer to one of the seven

questions. Push the story through beginning, middle, and end in 20
minutes.
• ~Break~
• Transferable narrative techniques
• Sample essay
• Finding main ideas
• ~Break~
• Write 1,000 words responding to one of the 2017 prompts. No one leaves
before 1,000 words.
College Essay Writing — Day Three
• Feedback on Day Two work
• Advice from an expert: Oberlin College admissions officer
• Focusing exercise: Scene versus Summary. Write an extended scene
with dialog related to the story you drafted on Day Two. Use the present
tense, for 15 minutes.
• ~Break~
• Various drafts of sample essays
• Focusing exercise: Entering a place: record you experience, real or
imaginary, entering some place for the first time. Write for 20 minutes,
beginning with external sensory detail and then moving inwards. Use
three metaphors.
• ~Break~
• Drafting: Adapt the story you wrote on Day Two to one of the 2017

prompts. Incorporate aspects of the scene with dialog you wrote earlier
today. Write 1,000 words.

College Essay Writing — Day Four
• Feedback on Day Three work
• Sentence

practice: Put the most important information in the main
clause; connect less important information to the main clause in the most
effective way.
• Name the real actors as subjects and name the real actions as verbs.
• Rewrite the essay you wrote on Day One, Two, or Three, from beginning
to end. Produce a draft of 700 words.
College Essay Writing — Day Five
• Feedback on Day Four work
• Sentence practice: Julie McCleery’s Four Basic Rules of Comma Usage
• Why do you want me to see what you’re showing me?
• Rewrite the essay you wrote on Day Four, from beginning to end.
Produce a draft of 600 words that says more than the 700-word draft.
Further coaching is available privately via Janet Dewey, Course Instructor.

About the Instructor, Janet Dewey, Ph.D.:

After completing her Ph.D. in English and Women’s Studies, Dr. Dewey
taught for several years at the college level before finding her calling in the
high school classroom. She taught English at The Potomac School for 14
years, chairing the Department there for 6 years, and she now teaches Junior
English and is Dean of Studies at Middleburg Academy. Her talent as a
writing coach has helped countless students improve their critical thinking
and develop an authentic voice.

COURSE DATES:
The course will be 5 sessions as follows:
●

July 30, 31, Aug. 1 (5:30pm-8:30pm), and Aug. 6, 7 (5:30pm-7:30pm)

CLASS SIZE:
The StudyPro College Essay Course is limited to 12 students.

PRICING:
$650 for 5 session course

“Writing personal essays is a way to make sense of experience and develop a
multilayered vision of your position in the world. It’s an exploratory process
that leads to unexpected stations on the train of thought, stations that you
didn’t know existed before the writing process took you around the bend
that kept you from seeing them.”

Janet Dewey, Ph.D.

ABOUT THE STUDYPRO
The StudyPro is the only learning center dedicated to improving the study
skills and habits of students. Our programs provide a proven, consistent
learning model across all subjects. Our “Essential Study Skills Course” is
based on 30 years of experience helping students become efficient and
effective learners. We work with each student to help them self-assess
their learning style and craft a personalized strategy to improve their
skills, build their confidence and inspire them to do their best.
The StudyPro is located at:
6849 Old Dominion Drive, Suite 200, McLean, VA 22101
Want more info?
Please email info@TheStudyPro.com
or visit our website at www.TheStudyPro.com

